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1. THE MAGNUS HOMOMORPHISM AND
AUTOMORPHISMS OF A FREE GROUP
Let F be a free group of rank n with free basis x , x , . . . , x . It is1 2 n
« .  .well-known that the augmentation ideal F s ker ZF ª Z , « x s 1,i
i s 1, 2, . . . , n, is a free right ZF module of rank n with basis x y 1, x y1 2
w x  .1, . . . , x y 1 H-S . Consider the ring of matrices M ZF . The Magnusn 2
homomorphism
F ª M ZF * .2
1 0x ª  /x y 1 x
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of the group F in the multiplicative group of invertible elements of
 .M ZF is the starting point for obtaining many interesting representations2
of groups of automorphisms of F. This fact is based on the obvious remark
that every automorphism of F induces automorphisms of ZF and of
 .M ZF so that the Magnus homomorphism is compatible.2
It is important to remark that the Magnus homomorphism takes values
 .in a special subring of M ZF . Recall that, given an A y B bimodule M,2
we have the idealizer construction consisting in defining a ring of 2 = 2
matrices:
B 0C sM  /M A
with the obvious multiplication induced by the bimodule structure.
The idealizer is obviously a functorial construction. If we consider as M
the ideal F thought of as a right ZF and a left Z module we see that the
Magnus homomorphism takes values in the corresponding ring C ;Z M
 .M ZF obtained by the idealizer construction. Any automorphism g ge
 .Aut F induces an automorphism of the group ring ZF which, when
restricted to F, can be thought as a semi-linear automorphism of the
bimodule F.
Suppose that R is an augmented Z-algebra and w : ZF ª R a surjective
homomorphism of augmented algebras. Choose any automorphism g of F
which fixes the kernel of w and thus induces an automorphism g of R. It
 .is then clear that the automorphism g induces an automorphism r g ofR
the ring of matrices
Z 0
M s F R RR m /
ZF
obtained by the idealizer construction on the Z y R bimodule F m RZ F
 .which we have seen to be a free right R module of rank n .
 .rR g is the identity on Z, it is g on R, and on F m R we have thatZ F
 .  .  .  .rR g induces a transformation T , where T a m r s g a m g r forg g
r g R, a g F. T is thus a g semilinear automorphism of the R moduleg
F m R.Z F
Since this module is free of rank n we have a sort of matrix representa-
tion for the automorphism g .
Let us make a remark on this construction. Let R be a ring, M s Rn be
the free module thought as a Z y R bimodule and M s C be the ringR R _
obtained by the idealizer construction. Suppose that R has no nilpotent
ideals, then Rn is the radical of M and the group of automorphisms,R
 .Aut M , preserves the radical. Furthermore, under very mild conditionsR
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on R we have that the group of automorphisms of the ring Z [ R is
 .identified to the group Aut R of automorphisms of R.
 .  .The group Aut R acts in an obvious way on the ring M R of n = nn
 .matrices over R and also on the multiplicative group GL R of invertiblen
 .elements. We can thus form the corresponding semidirect product GL Rn
 .i Aut R . It follows from the previous analysis that, under the given
 .  .hypotheses that R has no nilpotent ideals and that Aut Z [ R s Aut R ,
we have:
PROPOSITION.
Aut M s GL R i Aut R . .  .  .R n
Finally assume that R is commutative and let us call by e a basis of thei
w xgiven free module. Let S s R e , . . . , e be the polynomial ring in the1 n
variables e . We identify Rn with the R submodule of S spanned by thei
e 's. It is clear that the ring C is naturally a subring of the ring 2 = 2i R _
 .matrices over S. The group Aut M is clearly identified to the group ofR
automorphisms of S which preserve R and Rn.
To obtain some examples suppose that N is a normal subgroup of F,
invariant under the group of automorphisms G. The natural homomor-
w xphism ZF ª Z FrN s R provides then a homomorphism,
r : G ª GL R i Aut R : Aut M , .  .  .N n « R
 .where Aut R is the group of augmentation preserving automorphisms of«
R.
In particular, if N is a characteristic subgroup we have that G is the full
group of automorphisms of the free group F.
It is useful to immediately make a remark: Let us define by G theN
group of automorphisms of F which preserve N and are the identity
modulo N, then the homomorphism r restricted to G is a homomor-N N
 .phism to the group of invertible matrices GL R .n
 .  .  4EXAMPLE 1. N s F, G s Aut F , R s Z, Aut Z s 1«
r : Aut F ª GL Z. .1 n
This of course is the same as the homomorphism induced by abelianiza-
tion
Aut F ª Aut FrF9 + GL Z .  .  .n
 .since FrF9 + F m Z is induced via x ª x y 1 m 1.Z F
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 .The kernel of this homomorphism is denoted IA F , the group of
automorphisms inducing the identity on abelianization.
w " " "xEXAMPLE 2. N s F9, G s Aut F, B s Z t , t , . . . , t1 2 n
r : Aut F ª GL B i Aut B + GL B i GL Z . .  .  .  .ab n « n n
We may refer to this as the Magnus]Gassner representation.
 .If we restrict r to IA F , then since all the induced automorphisms ofab
B are trivial we obtain the Gassner representation
Ir : IA F ª GL B . .  .ab n
 :  .EXAMPLE 3. Consider the homomorphism t : F ª t , t x s t, i si
w y1 x  .1, 2, . . . , n inducing ZF ª Z t, t . Let Aut F be the group of automor-t
phisms leaving invariant, ker t , the elements with exponent sum equal to
 .zero. We obtain then the homomorphism Burau representation
w y1 xr : Aut F ª GL Z t , t i Z . .  .tt n 2
 .Restricting to the subgroup of index 2, I Aut F , which preserves t ast
w "xautomorphisms of Z t , we obtain the homomorphism
w y1 xIr : I Aut F ª GL Z t , t . .  .tt n
These representations have played a role for the theory of Artin's braid
group.
In order to compute the Magnus]Gassner representation or the Burau
. y1  .representation let g x s w x , . . . , x and replace each occurrence ofi i 1 n
1 0 .x in w by so thats tj i j j
1 0
g s s w ??? , , ??? .i i s t / /j j
1 0
s .T s t . /g i i
Note that the action of g on the group algebra ZF and hence also on
y1 .F m R as a function of the coefficients is via g .Z F
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2. REPRESENTATION VARIETIES
Suppose that G is a group of diffeomorphisms of a manifold M , and that
p g M G is fixed under this action; then there is a homomorphism
d
G ª GL T M . .p
g ª dg . p
making the tangent space to M at p a G-module. This is, of course, a
 .  .  .homomorphism by dint of the chain rule dg g s dg dg s1 2 p 1 g  p. 2 p2p G .  .dg dg . Furthermore, if M ª M is a G-equivariant map and p g M1 p 2 p 1 2 1
then we obtain a homomorphism of G-modules
dp
T M ª T M . .  .p 1 p  p. 2
If M is a submanifold then in fact the associated module is a submodule.1
Also, if p is a covering then dp is an isomorphism.
If F is a free group of rank n and G is a Lie group, the representation
 . n  .variety of F, V s Hom F, G + G , admits the group Aut F as a groupG
 . .  y1 .  .of diffeomorphisms via g ( r v s r g v ;r g V , g g Aut F , v gG
w
F. Any homomorphism of Lie groups G ª G induces a map of represen-1 2
tation varieties
V ª VG G1 2
 .equivariant for Aut F . In particular, for a linear representation
G ª GL C .m
 .we have an Aut F equivariant map
V ª V .G GL C .m
Thus:
PROPOSITION. If G is a Lie group which is a co¨ering of a linear group
 .  .under a representation w any G-module T V is a submodule of thep G
 .module T V .w p. GL C .m
Remark. The authors have not been able to decide whether it is known
if any Lie group G has a linear representation which is injective at the Lie
algebra level. Of course by Ado's theorem this is true for its universal
cover. In any case, compact groups, semisimple groups, and algebraic
groups certainly satisfy this restriction.
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Furthermore, it is useful to observe that if
s
G ~ G1 2
 .  .is split then the submodule T V of T V is in fact a direct summand.p G p G2 1
For an affine algebraic group G with coordinate ring A the represen-G
 .tation variety is also affine and Aut F acts by affine transformations, thus
it acts also on the coordinate ring R s Amn of regular functions on Gn.G
 .Suppose that G is explicitly presented as a linear group G ; GL C som
that the entries r are elements generating the ring A . Then the ring Ri j G
is generated by elements r k, k s 1, . . . , n. For given k the elements r k cani j i j
be thought as the entries of a generic matrix r k . in the group of invertible
m = m matrices of G with coefficients in R. In order to compute the
 .action of the automorphism group Aut F on the ring R one computes its
action on the generators by the following simple procedure.
 .  .Let g g Aut F and then g x is some noncommutati¨ e monomial ink
the variables x . We can evaluate this monomial in the generic matricesi
r  i. and obtain a matrix with entries in R. The ab entry of this matrix
 k .equals g r .ab
We consider two particularly important examples.
First the somewhat trivial example of C*, the group of 1 = 1 invertible
matrices. In this case the ring R is the ring of Laurent polynomials
w "1 "1 xC a , . . . , a and the generic matrices are just the variables a .1 n i
1 0 . 4Next let Af s ¬ b g C, a g C* be the group of affine transfor-b a
mations on a line. The coordinate ring of Af n is the polynomial ring
w "1 "1 x  .C b , . . . , b , a , . . . , a with the variables a inverted.1 n 1 n i
The associated generic matrices are the elements:
1 0 i.r s .b a /i i
We can compare now this construction to the one given by the Magnus
representation. By construction the map x ª r  i. is universal with respecti
1 0 .to maps into 2 = 2 matrices of type with entries in a commutativeb ai i
ring hence it is clear that we get an isomorphism with the picture arising in
the Magnus]Gassner representation.
Consider the short exact sequence
s1 0 1 01 ª ª Af ~ ª 1 /  /C 1 0 C*
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which splits. At the level of representation varieties this induces a map p :
n  .nAf ª C* , which should be thought of as the projection to the base of a
 .trivial vector bundle.
 . n  .nEvery g g Aut F induces maps on Af , C* which are compatible
under p , and moreover the map on Af n is linear on the fibers, i.e., it is a
bundle map. This is clear by the formulas describing the action of g on the
 .ring of functions, and expresses the fact that g b is of the form  p bi k k i k
w "1 "1 x  .where p g C a , . . . , a . In particular, the group IA F acts triviallyk i 1 n
 .on the base of this bundle by definition and thus induces a group of
w "1 "1 xC a , . . . , a linear transformations for the free module in the basis b .1 n i
n  .nRemark. The group of bundle automorphisms of Af p C* can be
completely described. It is identified to the subgroup of the group of
w "1 "1 xautomorphisms of the ring C b , . . . , b , a , . . . , a which preserve the1 n 1 n
w "1 "1 xsubring A [ C a , . . . , a and also the free A submodule spanned by1 n
 .the elements b . Thus this group is the semidirect product GL A ii n
 .  .Aut A as in the idealizer construction. The group Aut A is well known
 .  .nand it is also a semidirect product GL Z i C* . It is easily seen that inn
the Magnus]Gassner representation the only automorphisms of A which
 .intervene are the discrete ones in GL Z .n
 .  .Let p s t , t , . . . , t g Hom F, C* ; this representation is fixed by the1 2 n
 .  .  .group IA F and moreover T V is a trivial submodule of T Af . Inp C* p
 .  .order to compute the action of IA F in the ``normal'' i.e., in the fiber
 . y1 .  .direction to T C* , suppose g x s w , g g IA F . Take a curve throughp i i
 .  .the point p with direction s , s , . . . , s , then for q s q , . . . , q , where1 2 n 1 n
1 0 .q s ,« s ti i i
dg d
dg s q s w q , w 1 , . . . , w q .  .  .  .  . .p 1 2 n
«s0d« d« «s0
1 0 1 0
s , . . . ,T s t T s t .  . /  / /g 1 1 g n n
 .is precisely the Gassner representation. Thus, the module T Af is thep
direct sum of an n-dimensional trivial module and a Gassner module.
Summarizing, we have seen that the Gassner]Magnus representations
have geometric interpretations in the language of representation varieties.
3. ACTION ON THE COMMUTING SUBVARIETY
 . I AF .Let G s GL C and consider the variety A s V , consisting ofm G G
abelian representations of F. This variety is rather complicated and it is
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known not to be irreducible; for our task we will be able to analyze only
the component with generic points representations which consists of n
 .semisimple transformations p s p , . . . , p where1 n
l i. 01
. .p s .i . 0 i.0 lm
 .Let D be the subgroup of diagonal matrices of GL C . As we have seenm
 .  .the submodule T V is a nm dimensional trivial submodule of T G . Forp p
each i / j consider the subgroup G of G, G s D ? U , U s I q a e ¬i j i j i j i j i, j
4  4a g C . It is easy to see that G s Z = H , Z s d g D ¬ d s d andi j i j i j i j i j
H is a copy of the affine group on the ith row and i and jth columns.i j
 .  .  .  .Now T V is an IA F submodule of T V and T V is a trivialp G p G p Di j
 .summand of T V . Moreover, by means of the split mapp G i j
G ª Hi j i j
1 0
. . .
k . k .l rlp ª p s ,i jk k
. . 0.
0 1
 .  .we have T V , a summand of T V , is isomorphic to the Gassnerp H p Gi j i j
module in variables l1.rl1., . . . , ln.rln. with a trivial complement ofi j i j
dimension n.
 .  .Now the Lie algebra of GL C is M C so thatm m
n
T V + M C . . pp GL C . mm
p
nn+ D [ Ce . .  .p  i j p
i/j
 .  .nMoreover, the IA F submodule Ce is isomorphic to the ``Gassneri j p
 .  .module'' piece of T V . Thus we have decomposed T V .p H p GL C .i j m
 .  .THEOREM. The IA F module T V is isomorphic to a direct sump GL C .m2  .of a tri¨ ial module of dimension nm and m m y 1 Gassner modules, each
in the ¨ariables l1.rl1., . . . , ln.rln. for all i / j.i j i j
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This theorem admits an immediate corollary:
 .COROLLARY. Let G be a compact Lie group and p , . . . , p commuting1 n
 .  .elements of G; then the IA F module T V is isomorphic to a submodulep G
of a direct sum of tri¨ ial modules and Gassner modules.
Proof. Take a linear representation of G and remark that the elements
of a compact linear group are all semisimple.
4. ACTION ON THE COMMUTING VARIETY AT A
SINGULAR POINT
 .If the point p g V , for G s GL C , is not the generic point usedG m
before, the representation afforded may still be interesting, albeit degener-
ate. Also, since the variety of n-tuples of commuting matrices is not
w xirreducible for n ) 2, cf. G , it is not true that all representations can be
obtained as limits from this ``diagonalizable'' generic point. We hope to
elaborate on this at another time.
 w x.To compute the representations, we make calculations in M C « ,m
2  . y1 .« s 0, as follows. Let t g T V , g x s w , 1 F i F n,p G i i
w ??? , p q «t , ??? s w p , . . . , p q «­ p , . . . , p , t , . . . , t .  .  .i j j i 1 n i 1 n 1 n
then
G ª GL T V . .p G
g ª ­ .ji
where ­ s coefficient of t in ­ .ji j i
1 0For example, consider the group Af , and p s . Again, there isi  /a 1i
the split exact sequence
p
1 ª C ª Af ª C* ª 1.
 .  .The submodule T V is a trivial IA F submodule. Furthermore,p C
  ..  .s T V is a trivial IA F -module but is not a summand. For example,p  p. C*
 . y1  . y1 . y1 y1 .let g x s x x x , g x s x , g x s x x x s w , g x s1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
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0 0 .  .x s w ; let p s p , p , and t s . Evaluate¨ u2 2 1 2 i i i
0 0w p q «t , p q «t s p q « .1 1 1 2 2 1 ¨ y u a q u a u /1 2 1 1 2 1
0 0w p q «t , p q «t s p q « .2 1 1 2 2 2 ¨ u /2 2
so that g is represented in the basis ¨ , ¨ , u , u by the matrix1 2 1 2
1 0 a ya2 1
0 1 0 0 .
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
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